
 WHIRLING



we know
that



 WHIRLING The HOESCH whirlpool systems can 
be easily integrated into almost 
every HOESCH bathtub, turning the 
bathroom into a private wellness 
area.

Delicate 
sensation
Enjoy that feeling of 
butterflies in your 
tummy!



In what way is whirl bathing good for our health?

Whirling is healthy, especially if you enjoy it regularly:
• It cleanses your skin.
• It relaxes your muscles.
• It massages your connective tissues.
• It improves circulation.
• It stimulates your metabolism.
• It boosts the immune system.
• It relieves the symptoms of colds.
• It warms the body more quickly and more gently than a normal bath, as the 
flow of water
improves the way the heat acts on the body.
• It relieves back pain and tension.
• It calms the nerves and relaxes mind and body. Regular whirl bathing makes 
our everyday
lives less stressful.
• It helps our bodies regenerate themselves: minor injuries and muscular cramps 
heal more
quickly and more efficiently.
• Special jets allow the flow of water to be used for foot reflex zone massages.
As in a normal bathtub: take care if you bleed easily or suffer from heart or 
circulatory problems.

Key facts and tips about whirling

How does the whirl system work?

The sensuous pleasure of whirl bathing is actually derived from a really simple 
idea: jets in the back and sides of the whirltub pump the water into the tub. The 
strength of the air-water mix can be controlled precisely to allow it to be directed 
exactly to where it is needed. Air jets in the base of the tub release bubbles of air 
up through the water. The combination of these two types of jet provide you with 
the perfect whirling experience.

What temperature should the water in the whirl system 
be? How long should one stay in the tub?

The ideal water temperature is between 36 and 38 degrees. See which temperature 
suits you best. Stay in the whirltub or whirlpool for around 15 to 20 minutes. But 
remember that whirl bathing is not something to be done in passing. Enjoy the time 
to yourself and leave yourself a little more time to relax after your session: read a 
book, snuggle up in something warm or go for a gentle stroll. Only you know what 
is best for you and your body.
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Live your wellness dream: your own whirltub. Relax in warm, 
bubbling water at home whenever you like – stress-free. Simply 
superb! How brilliant that almost any model of bathtub from 
HOESCH can be fitted with an innovative whirl system. 

Back massageLeg/abdominal massageUpper body massageFoot massage



4 HOESCH Whirl-Programme: 
Fitness, Relax, Vitality, Energy
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Innovation
whirl technology

The whirlpool jets in the back and side walls of the whirlpool 
bath are used for massage and thus for targeted relaxation of 
muscles in certain parts of the body. The air jets are recessed 
in the bottom of the tub and cover the entire surface. The rising 
air vitalizes the entire body and stimulates circulation. The best 
feel-good effect is achieved by combining both types of jets.

Innovative technology does not stop when you reach for 
your towel. We guarantee unbeatable hygiene through 
drainage of the residual water. A fully automatic, 
semiautomatic or manual disinfection system is fitted as 
standard. Whirl bathing with HOESCH: simply carefree.

Whirlbathing is the most tingling way to create yourself again and again. 
Through the combination of moist warmth and gentle massage, everyday 
stresses roll off you. Pain and tension are reduced and the circulation 
is regulated. Especially for the back, shoulders and neck there is hardly 
anything more beneficial. Your blood circulation is stimulated - the skin 
appears fresher and firmer. Your muscles are relaxed and strengthened 
and your soul revives. You will feel younger, more relaxed. As if reborn.



DELUXE ERGO+ REVIVA II LAOLA II TERGUM TERGUM 
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DELUXE: HighEnd

What the classical bathtub already provides for physical 
and mental relaxation, a high
class whirltub surpasses by far. 
The pleasant warmth of the water harmonises perfectly with the two LED 
underwater spotlights, that turn the whirltub and the entire bathroom into a 
sea of color. Due to the whirl system the individual droplets dance on the 
water surface, it is a Deluxe whirling pleasure – made by HOESCH.

Use all possibilities of the whirl programmes
A harmonic atmosphere can be created even before the intrinsic
whirl pleasure begins. LED underwater spotlights and automatic
colour changers are extras, that perfectly complement any whirl
programme. At the same time the innovative jet technology
offers full whirlpower: Hoesch gives you the choice between
massage jets (up to 8) in the sides of the bath, air jets (up to 27)
in the bottom and a combination of both. The surface of the
in-built components is chrome plated or made of stainless steel.
The water/air flow, whose force and direction can be regulated
manually, as well as the adjustable air-injuction system, that
produces gentle air bubbles, will fulfill your personal expectations.
Besides, the Deluxe-system represents the highest level of
hygiene: while the jets are closed, the whole pipe system is
pre-rinsed with a mix of disinfectant and fresh water. Get into
a perfectly clean bathtub, select the automatic programs to your
needs and let us pamper you with the outstanding HOESCH
massage. Intensify your prickling wellness experience.

Was zur körperlichen und seelischen Erholung bereits eine 
klassische Badewanne leistet, übertrifft eine Whirlwanne 
der Extraklasse bei weitem.
Die wohlige Wärme des Wassers harmoniert aufs Vortrefflichste 
mit den beiden LED-RGB-Unterwasserscheinwerfern, welche die 
Whirlwanne, und mit ihr zusammen das gesamte Badezimmer in 
ein Farbenmeer verwandeln. Wenn dann dank des Whirlsystems 
noch die einzelnen Tropfen auf der Wasseroberfläche tanzen, ist 
das ein Whirlvergnügen Deluxe – made by HOESCH. 

Nutzen Sie alle Möglichkeiten der Whirl-Programme
Für eine harmonische Stimmung kann noch vor dem eigentlichen 
Whirlvergnügen gesorgt werden. LED-Unterwasserscheinwerfer 
mit automatischem Farblichtwechsler unterstützen die einzelnen 
Whirl-Programme in idealer Weise. Gleichzeitig bietet die 
innovative Düsentechnik volle Whirlpower: HOESCH stellt 
Ihnen bis zu acht Massagedüsen in den Seitenwänden der 
Wanne, bis zu 27 Luftdüsen im Boden oder eine Kombination 
aus beidem zur Auswahl. Die Oberfäche der Komponenten 
ist in verchromter Variante oder in Edelstahl erhältlich. Sowohl 
der Wasser-Luft-Strahl, dessen Stärke und Richtung manuell 
reguliert werden kann, als auch das steuerbare Air-Injection-
System, das einen sanften Luftwirbel produziert, erfüllen Ihre ganz 
persönlichen Erwartungen. Zudem stellt das Deluxe-System den 
größtmöglichen Hygienestandard dar: Bei geschlossenen Düsen 
wird das gesamte Rohrleitungssystem mit einer Mischung aus 
Desinfektionsmittel und Frischwasser vorgespült. Steigen Sie in 
eine perfekt gereinigte Wanne, wählen Sie die automatischen 
Programme an Ihre Bedürfnisse angepasst aus und lassen 
Sie sich von der hervorragenden Massagestärke verwöhnen. 
Intensivieren Sie Ihr prickelndes Wellness-Erlebnis.

AIR

WHIRL

WHIRL + AIR

Control panel on the tub rim
 LED-RGB lighting with automatic

colour-light changer

Whirl jet

Super-flat air jet 

Thasos
1750×1100 mm

Touchscreen 



Benefit from the latest whirl technology

The innovative Deluxe system by Hoesch is pure luxury within our whirl programmes. In order to be convinced
of the wonderful effects of whirling, try the four tailor-made and fully automatic whirl systems yourself. The
”Fitness” programme is ideal for gently and pleasantly loosening tense muscles. The body is massaged softly
and beneficially with the ”Relax” programme, which soothes the vegetative nervous system. On the contrary,
the ”Energy” programme stimulates, refreshes and re-energises. Along a principle that is similar to that of the
steam sauna works the ”Vitality” programme. It heats and then cools the body. The choice is yours. 

DELUXE: HighEnd

FITNESS – massages and 
improves blood circulation
The FITNESS programme (approx. 18 
minutes) is especially designed to sooth 
and relax tense muscles. Its intense 
massaging effects on the body improving 
blood circulation and stimulating the 
cardiovascular system.

RELAX – gentle and soothing
Above all, the RELAX programme soothes 
the autonomic nervous system. The body is 
gently and pleasantly massaged during an 
approximately 30 minute whirl time. The 
massage intensity slowly decreases while 
intervals increasingly become shorter.

VITALITY – warm and powerful
The VITALITY programme operates like 
a steam sauna: The body is pleasantly 
warmed and then cooled. The temperature
is automatically increased during an 
approximate 26 minute whirl time. The 
body is purified and the immune system is
strengthened. Important: After the soaking 
in the whirlpool, rinse your legs with cold 
water and then relax for 15 minutes.

ENERGY – stimulating and 
refreshing
The ENERGY programme (approx. 15 
minutes) stimulates and activates the 
entire autonomic nervous system. As time 
intervals noticeably increase so does the 
intensity of the massage. The body is 
refreshed and energy is restored.



DELUXE: HighEnd
An innovative whirl system
with exceptionally attractive features

Try it for yourself:

• Optimum water massage from up to 8 chrome whirl jets (variable positioning),
massage jet can be adjusted 15° by hand
• Plane surface technology for flexible positioning of Venturi jets
• 12–27 air jets in the base supplied with warm air (entry temperature 40°C)
• Four freely selectable wellness programmes: Fitness, Relax, Vitality, Energy
• Two standard LEDs with colour changer
• Exceptionally efficient pumps/jets
• Bidirectional touch-screen remote control, additional keypad on the rim of
the bath +/- and interval switching
• Perfect hygiene thanks to rigid pipe system with double piping: automatic
pre-cleaning using fresh water and disinfectant for closed nozzles, automatic
post-cleaning using cold water connection
• Residual water drainage
• Dry-run protection and fully automatic final drying of air system
• Ample accessories, e.g. vital station, E-heater, HOESCH Combi Plus filler,
additional air jets in the foot and back area



ERGO+: Premium

Try it for yourself:

• 6–14 chrome whirl jets, depending on the model (layout may 
vary)
• 4–8 whirl jets for the back, depending on the model (layout 
may vary)
• Additional whirl jets for the feet in oval and square tubs
• 17–29 warm air jets in the base (entry temperature 40°C)
• Remote control, additional capacitive keypad on the rim of 
the tub
• +/- control and interval
• Ozonisation
• Optional water aeration by the blower
• Optimum hygiene thanks to semi-automatic system disinfection
• Residual water drainage
• Dry-run protection and fully automatic final drying of air 
system
• Exclusive accessories, e.g. InvisibleSound, vital station, light 
pack with 2 or 4 LEDs and LED channel lighting with automatic 
colour changer, electric heater

Super-flat air jet  
Whirl jets

Overflow channel
with LED lighting 

easy operating panel 

Ergo+
2000×1600 mm

LED-RGB lighting with automatic
colour-light changer

 

Different ergonomical shapes increasingly find their way in all 
aspects of daily life. The same applies for bathing. As the name 
already reveals, you can even increase the intensity of the bath 
with the optimally customised Ergo+ bathtubs created by yellow 
design. A surrounding overflow channel allows for deep
immersion into refreshing water and protects from splashes during 
your bubbly whirlpool fun. 



ERGO+: Premium
available as recessed version or free-standing in rectangular, square, oval and corner versions



LED underwater spotlight

Super-flat air jet Feet jetsBack jets

Control panel on the tub rim

Rotating whirl jet

Thasos
1500×1000 mm

Remote control

Reviva II: Comfort
A superior whirl system offering
the perfect combination of wellness
and hygiene

Try it for yourself:

• Optimum water massage with up to 8 chrome rotating whirl jets 
(layout may vary)
• Additional foot and back jets fitted as standard with whirl system
• 12–23 warm air jets in the base (entry temperature 40°C)
• 2 LEDs with colour changer fitted as standard in the combined 
system, optional for all other models (2 white LEDs fitted as standard)
• Bidirectional remote control, additional keypad on the rim
of the tub
• +/- control and interval
• Preheated, switchable aeration facility on the Power and Power + 
Air systems
• Optimum hygiene thanks to semi-automatic system disinfection
• Ozonisation
• Residual water drainage
• Dry-run protection and fully automatic final drying of air system
• Extensive range of accessories, e.g. InvisibleSound, vital station, 
automatic system disinfection,
electric heater, HOESCH Combi Plus tap



LAOLA II: Entry level
An entry-level whirl system delivering
a comprehensive whirling experience
at an attractive price

LED underwaterspot, white with controller

Air jet Whirl jet 

Control panel on the tub rim

Thasos 1800×800 mm

Try it for yourself:

• Optimum water massage with up to 8 adjustable chrome whirl jets
(layout may vary), massage jet can be adjusted 15° by hand
• 12–23 warm air jets in the base (entry temperature 40°C)
• 1 white LED as standard
• Keypad on the edge of the tub
• +/- control and interval
• Ozonisation
• Residual water drainage
• Dry-run protection and fully automatic final drying of air system
• Accessories, e.g. InvisibleSound, additional foot and back jets,
electric heater, HOESCH Combi Plus tap

Discover the roaring whirl fun for yourself
Vital energy is quickly lost in the exhausting everyday life. But you can fill 
it up with Laola II, the whirl system for beginners, that ensures an exciting 
and energising bathing experience. Laola is the ideal solution for those 
who want to enjoy the whole experience of whirling without having to pay 
too high price. The standard equipment consists of up to eight Venturi jets 
and up to 23 air jets: Air bubbles and strokes of water ensure a lively whirl 
bath. One LED underwater spotlight (white) is part of the standard scope of 
delivery. On request we can equip your whirltub with additionally four back 
and two foot jets. These guarantee a more intense whirling experience. 
Start to regenerate with whirling every day.



Ease your back pain with TERGUM
Is your neck tense? Is your back feeling 
the effects of countless hours at your desk? 
Anyone who spends a long time sitting 
down can frequently suffer from back pain. 
With our TERGUM whirl system, back pain 
is a thing of the past.

Try it for yourself:

• 10 chrome back jets on one side, by Tergum for 
Two in bathtubs Santee and Largo on two sides 
• Remote control, by Tergum for Two 2 remote 
controls
• +/- control and interval
• Preheated, switchable aeration facility
• Ozonisation
• Residual water drainage
• Dry-run protection and fully automatic final drying 
of air system
• Extensive range of accessories, e.g. 
InvisibleSound, 2 or 4 LEDs with colour
changer, electric heater, HOESCH Combi Plus tap

TERGUM &
TERGUM FOR TWO



Whirltubs

EN 60335
1+A1+A2
+A11+A12+
A13
EN 60335-
2-60+A1+
A2+A11+A12
EN 62233
EN 12764+A1
EN 55014-1
EN 55014-2+A1+A2
EN 61000-3-
2+A1+A2
EN 61000-3-3

Certi�cates 
& Standards



Safety and hygiene of your HOESCH whirlpool bath

Dry-run protection

Your HOESCH whirltub is equipped with dry-run protection. 
The pump, the lighting or the disinfection function can be 
started only when the green LED diode is on. The dry-run 
protection constitutes a protection against starting the system 
when the bathtub is empty or the water level is too low.

Automatic switching-off of the system
The operational time of the system is limited to 25 minutes. 
After 25 minutes, regardless of the buttons switched on, the 

system switches-off automatically. 

Disinfection
Regular disinfection of your whirltub guarantees optimal

hygiene. When the tub is not used for longer period of time,
it is necessary to make disinfection before running the
tub!In order to run disinfection, there must be certain

level of water- alternatively, the water level must be raised
to the required level at which it is also possible to activate

underwater spotlight.

Upper edge of

the nozzle located

the highest

Minimum height
of water level

Minimum height of water level

 



Foam baths

Foam baths for whirlpools from HOESCH are only slightly foaming 
and support the deep effect of the bubbling bath.

• Sandalwood - soothing, calming, regenerating, satisfying
• Clove Honey - concentration-enhancing, vitality-enhancing, strength-

enhancing
• Musk - warming, stimulating, releasing
• Cajeput - energy-promoting, refreshing
• Cajeput mandarin - exhilarating, relaxing, stimulating, invigorating
• Lavender - mood-lifting, relaxing
• Lemongrass lemon balm - invigorating, refreshing, promotes 

concentration
• Vanilla - calming, relaxing




